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 Mobittend- Efficient Time
Tracking App
 Whenever and wherever you are, just pick your
mobile and submit your time

For more information visit www.ecs-co.com/products 

 Mobittend App for Mobile Time Clocking



Manage your employee’s time
more efficiently and in real-time 
 Today’s employees have a different way of working, they
 are no longer tied to one place. Companies with employees
 always on the move have difficulties in monitoring their
 employee’s time and attendance. This simply explains the
 growing need for using mobile devices in the workplaces.
 The traditional old method proved to be inefficient,
 allowing time theft, administrative errors and inaccurate
 time reports. For that reason, ECS designed a mobile time
 tracking application “Mobittend” – enabling employees to
 manage their own timesheet data from their mobile
 devices anywhere at anytime which saves time and
increases accuracy.I

Mobittend Features Include:
 Whether you’re having employees working in multiple locations, at the
 office, or out in the field, Mobittend app provides you and your employees
 an easy way to track accurate time and help you process an efficient
payroll process, Here are some advantages:i

Mobile Timesheet
 Simply track the time and attendance
 of your remote resources by using
mobile devices

Support various platforms
 Mobittend provides a seamless
 experience across almost all mobile
 devices – Smartphones, Tablets,
 Desktops, and Laptops and various
 platforms including iOS, Android, and
 Windows. This gives flexibility to all
 users to use their own mobile devices
and reduce TCO

GPS Tracking 
This feature allows capturing the

 exact locations of employees when 
 they enter their time data through
 the GPS. This ensures that every
employee is located in the right place

Custom notifications
 Enable mobile timesheet alerts via
mobile push notification or emails

Check historical logs
 Employees can check their historical
 logs and their time information
 directly from their mobile devices at
anytime

 Seamless integration and  full
automation
 Gain a real-time and automated data
 flow from a wide range of mobile
 devices to a centralized database

Easy Reporting
 The system helps obtain analytical
 reports and detailed information to
 help manage and organize employee
working hours

Simple and intuitive interface
 Mobittend provides great user
 experience, With a simple and
 intuitive interface. employees simply
 login with their username and
 password and simply perform the
action they want
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 What can Mobittend
Offer?i

 Enables remote employees to enter
 their timesheet data from various
types of mobile devices

 Supports multiple platforms like
Android, iOS, and Windows

 Enables real-time tracking of employee
locations through GPS coordinates

 Seamless integration with any
 backend ERP system (SAP, Oracle,
etc...)i

 Minimizes errors and increases the
accuracy of employee’s time records

 Replaces paperwork and manual data
 entry with automated electronic
communication
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